A continuum-scale, evolutionary model of helium (He) nano-bubble nucleation, growth and He release for aging bulk metal tritides is presented which accounts for major features of the experimental database. Bubble nucleation, modeled as self-trapping of interstitially diffusing He atoms, is found to occur during the first few days following tritium introduction into the metal and is sensitive to the He diffusivity and pairing energy. An effective helium diffusivity of 0 . 3~1 0 -l~ cm2/s at 300 K is required to generate the average bubble density of 5x 1017 bubbles/cm3 observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Early bubble growth by dislocation loop punching with a l/radius bubble pressure dependence produces good agreement with He atomic volumes and bubble pressures determined from swelling data, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements, and hydride pressure-compositiontemperature (PCT) shifts. The model predicts that later in life neighboring bubble interactions may first lower the loop punching pressure through cooperative stress effects, then raise the pressure by partial blocking of loops. It also accounts for the shape of the bubble spacing distribution obtained from NMR data. This distribution is found to remain fixed with age, justifying the separation of nucleation and growth phases, providing a sensitive test of the growth formulation, and indicating that further significant bubble nucleation does not occur throughout life. Helium generated within the escape depth of surfaces and surface-connected porosity produces the low-level early helium release. Accelerated or rapid release is modeled as inter-bubble fracture using an average ligament stress criterion. Good agreement is found between the predicted onset of fracture and the observed Hemetal ratio (HeM) for rapid He release from bulk palladium tritide. An examination of how inter-bubble fracture varies over the bubble spacing distribution shows that the critical H e m will be lower for thin films or small particle material. It is concluded that control of He retention can be accomplished through control of bubble nucleation.
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INTRODUCTION
High-resolution "EM [ 1-31, NMR [4-61 measurements, and theoretical studies [7- 91 have shown that helium generated in aging bulk metal tritides is retained in high-pressure nano-bubbles. Helium is created by tritium decay with insufficient energy to displace the metal host atoms and generate trapping sites. The He atoms occupy interstitial sites and are mobile [ 10-131 at room temperature. They produce distortion of the metal lattice, which in turn causes them to cluster in the local expansion produced by neighbors. When the clusters reach a critical size (5-6 He), they force the ejection of a metal atom, forming the nucleus of a stable He bubble [7] . This paper models the three stages of bubble evolution in bulk material: bubble nucleation, bubble growth, and helium release.
Helium bubbles are nucleated by the self-trapping mechanism described above or by trapping at enlarged sites near impurities and structural defects in the host lattice. The latter process (heterogeneous nucleation) depends on the material's intrinsic microstructure and can be treated by superposition on the homogeneous behavior. It can be important, for example, for metal tritide films containing high concentrations of dislocations, but is not considered here. Homogeneous nucleation occurs rapidly, beginning as soon as the mobile HeNetal concentration (HeN) reaches a few atomic parts per million (appm), then decreases when the concentration of bubble surface sites becomes sufficient to provide sinks for newlygenerated He. Thereafter, each bubble's growth is determined by its He supply rate, i.e., the He source volume for the bubble, and by the mechanical strength of the lattice. The mechanism for rapid or "accelerated" He release at room temperature remains uncertain. This release may result from inter-bubble fracture of the metal ligaments between bubbles or by inter-bubble He migration between adjacent bubbles in the strained (expanded) lattice. Rapid He release will occur when this fracture or migration network becomes sufficiently interconnected. Bubble migration and coarsening, which occur at higher temperatures, are beyond the scope of this paper.
The model begins by describing the bubble nucleation stage using a set of rate equations. Here, effective He migration parameters are deduced by comparing the computed bubble density with that found by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Next, the growth stage is examined and the model is tested using 3He nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), material swelling, and metal hydride pressure-composition-temperature (PCT) data. The palladium tritide system is used for these comparisons, as it has the most extensive experimental database available. Here, comparison of the bubble source volume distribution (bubble spacing distribution) at various ages, deduced from the NMR data, shows that latent bubble nucleation is indeed negligible and justifies separation of the nucleation and growth stages. As bubble-bubble interactions become large, neighbor stressassisted growth is proposed to occur, potentially leading to anisotropic bubble growth and bubble ordering along Burgers vectors. Finally, He release is modeled as diffusive release (early release) for He generated near surfaces and as inter-bubble fracture (rapid release) using an average ligament stress criterion. The onset of rapid release from bulk material is proposed to occur when the ligaments between bubbles at the mean bubble density undergo inter-bubble fracture.
While developed specifically for helium in metals, the model has general applicability to a wide range of problems involving mobile species injected into materials where local concentrations exceed the solubility limit. It provides a framework for following the evolution of the resulting precipitates. Throughout, an effort has been made to capture the essential physics without adding unnecessary detail. Complex expressions adding small corrections to the physical processes are used only when warranted by the experimental database. It is concluded from the model presented here that control of He retention within aging tritides requires control of bubble nucleation. It is also concluded that sensitive testing and validation of the model will require additional measurements on the He bubbles themselves.
-
BUBBLE NUCLEATION
Bubble nucleation in the absence of intrinsic trapping defects is determined by the probability of two He atoms finding each other while diffusing interstitially through the metal tritide lattice. According to the self-trapping energetics of Wilson et al. [7] , He atoms clustered in adjacent interstitial sites may dissociate (detrap) until the cluster reaches a critical size of N=5 or 6 atoms, where upon they eject a metal atom and form a stable "bubble". The rate equation for each of the N (He atom) species has generation and loss terms. N-species are generated by promotion from (N-1)-species and by dissociation of (N+l)-species. Loss of N-species occurs by promotion to (N+l)-species and by selfdissociation. The differential equations containing these respective terms for the N-species concentration CN, per metal atom, are: for N>1. Here pl is the atomic He hop rate (jumps/s) between interstitial sites, SN is the number of trapping sites around an N-species, and qN is the N-species dissociation rate. For small N, each of the N atoms can cause dissociation and thus qN is proportional to [N exp(-E~/kT)]. The self-trapping calculations in several fcc metals found that the binding energy for N=3 triplets, E3, is about 3 times larger than for pairs, E2, and increases further with increasing N. Thus during the nucleation stage, when cN+15 CN, triplet and higher-order cluster dissociation is relatively unimportant and one may regard N13 as a stable nucleus.
The coupled differential equations for the nucleation kinetics which follow the mobile He concentration c1 (mobile He/M), pair concentration c2 (pairs/M), and stable bubble concentration CB (bubbles/M) are:
is the atomic He generation rate (h=1.79~10-~ s-', the tritium 3H decay constant); q2 is the pair dissociation rate; and SI, s2, sB(r) are the number of trapping sites associated with a He atom, pair, and bubble of radius r. Even for a tritide with a decaying tritium concentration, where 3H(t)= 3H(0) exp(-At), g may be considered constant during the relatively the short bubble nucleation stage.
Atomic helium generated within an fcc tritide structure diffuses among the 12 adjacent octahedral lattice sites. Thus the hop rate is pl=12D/b2, where D is the interstitial diffusion coefficient and b=aJ21'2 is the hop distance in a lattice with parameter h. Helium pairing reduces this mobility by the trapping factor exp(-E2/kT), giving a corresponding pair dissociation rate q2=2p1(7/12) exp(-Ez/kT). Here the factor (7/12) accounts for the fraction of adjacent sites which will cause dissociation for either of the 2 He atoms. The number of trap sites associated with an interstitial He atom is sl=12, He-pair is s2=19, and He-triplet is s3=23. The effective number of sites surrounding a bubble of radius r is taken to be the number surface sites s~( r ) = 4~( r + a / 2 )~n h~~, where n d is the metal atom density in the metal hydride phase. Here, an average distance from the bubble surface to nearest octahedral site a/2=( 1/2)(aJ2+b/2) is added to the bubble radius give the effective radius r'=r+a/2 of the trapping surface. The bubble radius is in turn determined by Nv,=(4/3)&, where v, is the effective He atomic volume within the bubble. Early swelling data on numerous tritides shows v, to be nearly constant for very small bubbles. This is examined in detail in the section on Bubble Growth.
Bubble Nucleation in Palladium Tritide
Numerical integration of Eqs. (2)- (4) results in the nudeation pulse behavior shown in Figure 1 for pdT0.6 at 300 K. Here, the pair and triplet binding energies were taken from theory [ 141 to be E 4 . 1 3 eV and E3=.40 eV, respectively. The mobile concentration c1 rises rapidly, then drops as the growing concentration of bubbles CB provides additional trapping sites. The pair concentration (not shown) closely follows the mobile concentration. Ninety percent of the bubbles are nucleated within 3 days. The amplitude and duration of the mobile pulse depends primarily on competition between the generation rate g and hop rate PI. The ultimate bubble density depends only weakly on the pairing energy E2, which accounts for the similarity of bubble densities observed in a number of fcc tritides [1] [2] [3] . For example, increasing E2 to 0.22 eV, the theoretical value for Ni [7] , would need a diffusivity of 1.8~10.'~ cm2/s to generate the observed cB. An examination of the sensitivity of CB to the nucleation parameters shows that individually increasing E2 to 0.22 eV, increases CB by 23%; while bubble nucleation in a di-tritide with 3~= 2 increases CB by 2x. The nucleation calculation of Figure 1 was done for 3H/Pd=0.60 for direct comparison with the TEM data on samples prepared at that stoichiometry. The bubble growth calculations given in the next section are performed for 3WPd=0.67 in order to make use of the available mechanical property data. Bubble nucleation at this slightly higher stoichiometry increases the mean bubble density by about 6%, assuming the same diffusion and trapping parameters, much less than the uncertainty of the experimental data sets used in the comparisons.
Adding a separate differential equation for triplets c3, along with terms for their dissociation, produces no resolvable change in c1, c2, or CB. This verifies that the infrequent dissociation of triplets with E310.4 eV is indeed inconsequential to the nucleation process. Since the nucleation ends long before the bubbles experience significant growth, it is also insensitive to the number of trap sites per bubble sB(r) for larger bubbles; i.e., for N>30. The results are, however, somewhat sensitive to the number of sites surrounding the growing He clusters and very small bubbles during the early stages. For the He clustering stage, these values were taken to be sl=12, s2=19, s3=23, s4=27, s5=31, then continuing to increase more slowly according to the bubble's spherical surface with v,=8.8 A3, as determined from early swelling behavior. (See section on Bubble Growth). These site numbers were estimated by considering probable clustering geometries according to Wilson et al. [ 
141.
Expanding the set of differential equations to specifically follow c1 through c5, along with CB allows examination of the concentration of clusters cc = c2+c3+c4+cg prior to metal atom displacement. This cluster concentration is also shown in Figure 1 . The He clustering pulse occurs simultaneously with the mobile He pulse and causes only a slight (10 hr) delay in the rise of cN>5. At this point, the total He/M concentration is about 40 appm. Beyond this point, the He clusters (and their effects on lattice distortion through a high occupancy of 0-sites) no longer occur.
ISOLATED BUBBLE GROWTH
Following nucleation, each bubble grows according to the helium source volume surrounding the bubble. This volume is defined by the surface between bubbles where the He flux is zero; i.e., where the influx equals the outflux. For uniform bubble spacing, this surface is midway between adjacent bubbles and the array of source volumes can be described by a packing of spherical volumes of radius R. (See inset sketch in Figure 2b .) After nucleation has completed, this may be regarded to be a fixed packing in time. For nB bubbles/cm3, the entire volume is included by writing:
where fp is a packing fraction added to account for contributions from the additional source volume between touching spheres. This packing fraction has been calculated [21] for various sphere array geometries. It varies from fp=0.74 for tight fcc or hcp packing to fp=0.34 for loose tetrahedral packing. For a random bubble array, Wolfer [22] gives fp=0.64.
It is assumed here that the metal atoms displaced during bubble growth remain within the bubble's source volume. On average, for bulk materials, any metal flux out of R equals the flux into R from neighboring bubble growth, giving a net zero metal atom flux. Under this condition, R3-r3 is constant, where r is the bubble radius. This requires R to slowly increase (and nB to slowly decrease) as the bubbles grow. This assumption may not be true, at least initially, for bubbles in small grain thin films or in small particle powders, where the ejected atoms can leave the source volume and build up on the grain surface. However, the large bubbles occurring later in life likely limit such transport over long distances. For the calculations given below, it will be assumed that the effective tritide volume (4/3)n(R3-r3) contributing to a bubble remains constant with time.
If the tritium concentration (3H/M) also remains homogeneous, the bubbles grow according to their distribution of source volumes. The number of He atoms per bubble N is given by:
The H e m atom ratio increases according to the tritium decay constant h=1.79x10-s ; i.e., He/M=(3H/M)o [ l-e-ht] for a fixed quantity of tritium, or He/M=(3€€/M)ht in a tritium overpressure where 3WM is kept constant. The number of helium atoms per bubble is also given by N=(4/3)nr3/va, the bubble volume divided by the He atomic volume Va within the bubble. Combining these gives a simple expression relating the H e m concentration to (r/R'), the ratio of the bubble radius r to its effective source radius R=(R -r ) , 3 3 113 H e m = (fdnmhVa) (r/R')3.
For the small, well-separated bubbles occurring early in life, R'=R[ ~-(I-/R>~] 'I3=R.
At room temperature, the bubbles in many tritides, including palladium tritide, are believed to grow by dislocation loop punching [9, 23] . For isolated bubbles larger than a few metal atom spacings, Trinkaus [24] relates the bubble pressure p to its radius r by:
where y is the surface free energy, p is the shear modulus of the lattice, and b is the Burgers vector (here, the nearest-neighbor distance between metal atoms). For large bubbles (r1471b), he argues [25] the second term may limit at w471 due to elastic interactions within the lattice. Other more complex expressions have been formulated by Greenwood et al. [23] and others [26] , and compared by Donnelly [27] . It is found below that the simple l/r dependence of Eq. (8) fits the available experimental data better than the more complicated expressions.
The He pressure p within a bubble is related to its atomic volume Va by the He equation-of-state (EOS). Except for very small bubbles (very early in life), where wall curvature effects can become important [26] , va is described by the bulk high pressure He EOS. Wolfer et al. [26] and Donnelly [27] examined various published He EOS and concluded that for the pressure and temperature range of interest, the best available He EOS is that of Mills et al. [28] :
where v(cm3/mole), P(kbar), T(K). At T=300 K this equation becomes:
v, = 18.572 p-' 13 -7.101 p-*13 + 5.375 p-I,
for atomic volume va(A3) and helium pressure p(GPa). A good fit to the inverted form of Eq.
(10) over the range 5<va<20 A3 is given by:
Isolated Bubble Growth in Palladium Tritide
A simple method for evaluating bubble growth r(He/M) using these equations, given an initial bubble spacing R (or spacing distribution), is to begin with a bubble radius r and evaluate r/R, then p using Eq. (8), then Va using Eq. (lo), and finally He/M using Eq. (7). Aside from the material properties, the only adjustable parameter in this calculation is the bubble density nB, or equivalently, the He source radius R, related by Eq. (5). The relevant material properties are listed in Table I . The surface energy was obtained from the surface tension of liquid Pd [29] and corrected [27] for the volume change from the melting temperature TM to room temperature with r(T~)/r(RT)=(VMN~~)2'3, using high temperature thermal expansion data for Pd [30] . Mechanical properties of palladium hydride are available for the stoichiometry H/Pd=0.67; thus the evaluations of bubble growth are done for PdT0.67. The shear modulus for dislocation loop punching in the (1 10) direction, which occurs via ajog through (1 12), ~=G112~, was calculated from single crystal elastic constants Cij for the metal [3 11 and hydride phases [32] using the expression for the "relaxed modulus" [33] , G112R=3Cu(C11-C12)/(4C44+C1 1-C12). The theoretical fracture strength OF, used for inter-bubble fracture in the next section, was taken as (4/3)~m=, where ~max=2.1 GPa is the hydride's ideal strength as calculated by Krenn [34] . Evaluations are also made using the somewhat higher fracture strength G/47c, where G is the shear modulus [35] deduced from elastic constants using the average of the Voigt and Reuss averaging methods (V-R) for polycrystalline material. For the PdT.67 fcc structure, Vmh=l/nmh=16.4 A3 and b= ~4 2 , where Q= 4.033 A is the lattice parameter [36]. Figure 2 shows the isolated bubble growth behavior computed using three initial bubble densities (n~=2, 5, and 10 x1017 bubbles/cm3) and a random bubble geometry. Here the bubble pressure was assumed described by Eq. (8), i.e., proportional to l/r for all r. In Figure 2a , it is apparent that the more closely spaced bubbles are smaller at each age, as expected. However, when normalized by their respective source radii (Figure 2b ), the three curves are nearly coincident. The small remaining difference results from lower pressures, and larger He atomic volumes, which occur in the larger bubbles at lower bubble density.
The effective He atomic volume and its increase with age is reflected in the bulk material swelling, which results primarily from the total volume occupied by the bubbles. The tritide swells with age, due to the combined linear increase in the number of He per bubble, with HeM, and the slow increase in va with increasing bubble size:
It is compared with the observed swelling in Figure 3 . The experimental data at low H e m are from bulk length change measurements [37] and at higher H e M are from NMR determination of va obtained by observation of the liquid-solid He transition [5- Also shown is a single, rather uncertain, measurement on porous material using PVT techniques [38] . The important point here is that the swelling curve calculated for ne=5x101' bubbles/cm3 accurately fits the swelling data. Recall that this is the same bubble density The linear swelling behavior at low H e m does not provide a sensitive test of the bubble growth model. It is only indicative of the buildup in He/M with time due to tritium decay. For defect-free materials with low tritium concentrations, the bubble densities will be low and bubbles should quickly reach a few nanometers diameter. Evaluation of the terms in Eq. (10) for bubbles of this size shows the first term dominates and thus Va varies roughly as p-'13. Using Eq. (8) and Nva=(4/3)nr3, one finds va is proportional to N118. That is, for a given sample, an order of magnitude increase in the number of He per bubble will only produce a 30 percent change in Va. Thus, small volume changes in bubbles of this size will produce very little effect on Va. Inclusion of additional physics to describe this upper limit to bubble pressures for very small bubbles seems primarily of academic interest. Aside from its weak effect on bubble nucleation, the He atomic volume at early age appears to have little impact on the ultimate He retention behavior. A more sensitive test of the model is provided by the Pd NMR data, which extends over a significantly larger range in bubble size. In addition, NMR provides a determination of the He atomic volume independent of the quantity He in the material. For the larger bubbles in PdT, Table I1 shows that Va increases significantly from the initial value.
THE BUBBLE SPACING DISTRIBUTION
The 3He NMR experiments on aged PdT, powders [5-61 provide more information than just the mean He density or pressure within the bubbles. They give measurements of the distribution of He atoms at each density (or pressure) as a function of age. The growth relations given above provide a one-to-one relationship between these He densities and the bubble radii r; and hence for each age or HeM, they give a unique distribution in bubble spacing R. It is instructive to evaluate this unique R-distribution from the NMR data set for each sample and then compare these R-distributions to determine the extent to which additional bubble nucleation occurred during the long term bubble growth.
Experimentally, each He distribution was obtained by setting the sample temperature and deducing the fraction of He in the liquid state fiiq(T), then varying the temperature and re-measuring the liquid fraction. Abell and Attalla [5] showed that the abrupt change in He motion with change-of-state causes the NMR TI relaxation to follow the well-understood, temperature dependent BPP behavior [45] allowing the liquid He fraction to be quantitatively differentiated from the solid He. The helium atom density corresponding to this melting temperature is given by the bulk He melting curve E461 l/v(cm3/mole) = 0.0269 T M~.~~~ + 1.953~10-~ T M~.~~~ (13) Here it is assumed that all He atoms within a single bubble are in the same physical state, which was demonstrated experimentally by "hole-burning" of the resonance line [6] . Thus for each sample of unique age or HeM, the NMR data can be used to deduce the fraction of He atoms at each He density or molar volume v. The fraction of He that melts due to a small increase in molar volume av (resulting from a small increase in temperature) is the change in the measured liquid fraction This FH~(v) is the He atom distribution function; i.e., the fraction of He atoms with molar volume v in the interval v to v+dv.
Most of these He state measurements were made well below room temperature; thus it is necessary to correct the deduced v for the sample contraction occurring between room temperature and the measurement temperature. (Note that the bulk He contraction is greater than the metal contraction; and hence the bubble pressures drop with temperature even more than that predicted by the bulk He EOS. Thus no additional bubble enlargement will occur by loop punching during the low-temperature excursion. This would not be the case for experiments performed on aged material above room temperature, where one would expect non-reversible, additional loop punching effects to occur on the bubbles.) Correcting the He molar volume for each data point to room temperature using the thermal expansivity dL/L of Pd P O I , Figure 4 , for the four NMR samples of ages 0.5,2,4,7 years. These curves give is the fraction of He atoms with atomic volume greater than v, at room temperature.
. .
For each sample, these data were least-squares fit to a linear function ffiq(v&=A-Bv, extending over the range MfhqSl. The corresponding fit parameters are listed in the inset in Figure 4 . Specific data points for which fii,=o or 1 were excluded for these fits since they do not necessarily define the melting transition. The best fit for the 4 year old sample, obtained taking into account increased scatter in the data points, deviates somewhat from the leastsquares fit (dotted line). To avoid overweighting the extremum data for this sample, the solid line fit was obtained by averaging two linear fits, with and without the lowest fbq(va) data point. Little improvement in the overall data fits can be obtained using higher-order polynomials, particularly for the 2 year and 7 year samples where the data uncertainty is . .
small. This is not true for plots of the same data as a function of temperature or He density, where quadratic and cubic polynomials become warranted.
The mean He atomic volume <va> at room temperature was calculated for each sample from the analytic fit. With the data plotted this way, this is the atomic volume at the point where the liquid fraction is half the total signal. Since the data are linear in va, from Eq. (14), the He atom distribution function FHe(Va) is independent of Va for each sample. It has the value FHe=B which varies inversely with the spread of va present within the sample. Also, it can be noted that the minimum He atomic volume deduced from these NMR data does not appear to be limited to 8.8 A3. In fact, the 0.5 year sample appears to have 20% or less (see below) of its helium still in the solid phase at room temperature, which requires a va=7.7 A3 or less. These are measurements on the He bubbles themselves and, unlike the swelling measurements, are not sensitive to volume changes produced by trapped clusters of dislocation loops and other defects created during the bubble growth.
These analytic fits to He melting data are converted from helium atom distributions FHe(Va) to bubble distributions Fb using the following expressions:
where (dfiiq/dr) and (dfiiq/dR) are obtained numerically using Eqs. (7), (S), and (10) to calculate v and N for a given r and HeM. The l/N(r) factors are included to account for the number of He atoms within the bubble of radius r or spacing R. Dividing by N(r) converts the fraction of He atoms in bubbles with radius between r and r+dr to the fraction of bubbles with radius r in this interval. The functions Fb(r) and Fb(R) are then normalized by requiring each to equal unity when integrated over the full range of r or R, respectively.
The resulting bubble size and bubble spacing distribution functions are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. As expected, the mean bubble radius increases with age, in agreement with Figure 2a . Importantly, Figure 5b shows that the bubble spacing, and its distribution, is the same for each of the older samples. Although the 0.5 year sample appears to possess a significantly different spacing distribution, it is noted that these normalizations are correct provided no He is missed and the experimental data is over a high enough temperature range to melt the He in the smallest, highest-pressure bubbles. For the 0.5 year sample this requires temperatures above room temperature, the highest temperature used. As a result and due to the observation that NMR relaxation of solid He adjacent to the metal surface is modified by the surface [47] , it is argued that a significant fraction (about half) of He atoms was missed for the 0.5 year sample. This caused the normalization process to increase the remaining part of the distribution by about a factor of two. If the curve for the 0.5 yr sample plotted in is reduced by one-half, it overlaps nicely with the other sample distributions. This uniqueness of the bubble spacing distribution provides strong support for both the absence of latent bubble nucleation and for the model formulation of the growth stage. The skewed shape of the spacing distribution can be attributed to the nucleation dynamics. Very early, bubbles are likely nucleated randomly with large spacings. As time progresses, additional bubbles are nucleated "in-between" with a probability which increases with the unoccupied volume between existing bubbles. As a result, larger spacings are converted into a greater number of smaller spacings, compressing the distribution toward smaller source radii R. However, since the mobile He concentration is reduced in the proximity of an existing bubble, very closely spaced bubbles are rare. Continued subdivision is terminated when the existing bubble surfaces provide a density of traps sufficient to reduce the mobile concentration, in accordance with Eq. (2). Thus, this shape is likely a consequence of this discreet nature of the nucleation process and the fact that the bubbles are immobile. A useful fit to this normalized distribution function is provided by the expression Fb(R),, = -.0069 + 1.560/R -127.9/R2 + 5341/R3, (17) where R(A). Some additional bubble nucleation may occur later in life, beyond the current range of the NMR data. However, since at this point the mobile He concentration is low, it is likely that any such new bubbles will be nucleated at defects (e.g., dislocation loop clusters) created by the bubble growth process rather than by the self-trapping mechanism.
BUBBLE-BUBBLE INTERACTIONS
Thus far, bubble growth has been examined from the point of view of isolated bubbles. However, later in life their interactions should become important. The stress at a bubble's surface produced by a neighboring bubble can enhance the local shear and reduce the bubble pressure required for loop punching. In this non-uniform stress field, the looppunching pressure becomes that needed to initiate a loop at the bubble's surface. Once this first metal atom exceeds the local potential barrier (b/2 displacement), it begins dropping into the next well and assists an adjacent atom in mounting its barrier, and so on, causing the loop to be sequentially formed around the bubble and finally freed from the bubble. Thus the point of loop initiation is near the location where the stress field produced by the neighboring bubble gives a maximum enhancement of the shear stress.
The radial and tangential stress components produced by an overpressure bubble at a distance u are or= -p ( r /~)~ and 0,=(p/2)(r/u>~, respectively. These components give a shear stress at the bubble's surface of zis0l=( 1/2)(o,-or)=3p/4. A simple superposition of these stress components finds that for a pair of identical bubbles separated by a distance 2s, the point of maximum shear on each bubble's surface is on the line adjoining their centers. At this point the shear is where a=r/s. Since the stress drops slowly with small angles from this point around the bubble, this shear enhancement will exist at nearby locations consistent with loop punching directions (Burgers vectors). The bubble pressure is reduced by the interaction and becomes Penh = 2y/r + (pb/r)/( 1 +~) , (19) where ~=[od(2-a)]~ is the shear enhancement produced by the neighboring bubble. This enhancement factor and relative pressure are shown in Figure 6a . When extrapolated to the point where the two bubbles touch, the expression gives a loop-punching pressure one-half that of the isolated bubble.
At bubble spacings and radii where the shear enhancement becomes significant, an additional factor can come into play. Although the dislocation loops are punched in directions roughly orthogonal to the neighbor bubble, typically the bubble pair is not isolated. It is surrounded by additional bubbles, which can "block" the punching of full circular loops. This loop blocking is partial in that crescent-shaped loops are still able to pass the neighbor bubbles, as depicted by the inset in Figure 6b . This effect can be included to first order by excluding the fraction of punching space occluded by the array of nearest neighbor bubbles. For a regular fcc or hcp bubble geometry, the blocked areal fraction is Increases in the bubble pressure due to a partial blocking of loops by neighboring bubbles. For random bubble arrays, the blocking is less efficient, perhaps half that calculated using regular arrays.
With variable bubble packing, the average blocked areal fraction is approximately pzfp a',
where fp is the packing fraction discussed earlier. Assuming that the average punched loop area is reduced by this blocking factor raises the punching pressure for interacting bubbles from Eq. (19) to for the combined interaction. Clearly the shear enhancement and loop blocking effects will at least partially cancel.
The factors 1/(1+&) and 1/(1-p) are plotted in Figure 6b as a function of a=r/s for random packing. It is emphasized that loop blocking formulated in this average fashion must be considered an upper bound for random bubbles. In general, loops will be punched in the easiest direction, i.e., toward the largest open area consistent with the stress enhancement and Burgers vectors. For non-symmetric random bubble packing, use of this average blocking factor will overestimate the blocking by excluding the likely existence of compatible directions with open areas larger than this average. Thus the combined bubble interaction will fall below the curve labeled 1/{ (1+~)( 1-p)}. The dashed curve is shown as an example of the possible reduction. It shows the combined effect if the blocking is reduced from its maximum value by a factor of two. Since the loop blocking may be even less, it will be assumed negligible in comparison with the shear enhancement.
Bubble interactions can produce additional effects on bubble growth. It may be observed from Figure 6b that the shear enhancement at bubble A due to bubble B is larger for loop punching in the upper (blue) direction than it is for the lower (red) direction, since loop initiation occurs nearer the line connecting the two bubble centers. This can cause directed bubble growth, which in turn can lead to several significant effects. First, since the bubble surface facing a closely-spaced neighbor is always involved with the movement of metal atoms by loop punching in comparison with the opposite face, the two bubbles should preferentially grow toward each other more often than apart, tending toward bubble coalescence. Second, directed growth can cause bubble ordering along the Burgers vectors. This can be seen by examining likely growth directions for two adjacent bubbles with centers misaligned with respect to a Burgers vector. The bubble below the vector tends to grow upward and that above, downward. After becoming aligned along the Burgers vector, the neighbor bubble itself will begin blocking the punching of full loops when a=3"*/2. Third, for two bubbles of different sizes, the effects are not symmetric. Small bubbles produce larger effects on neighboring large bubbles, than the reverse. Strong nearby bubble interactions may also produce local stress fields leading to stable bubbles of non-spherical shape. Clearly any non-isotropic growth can slowly modify the source volumes and bubble array geometry, deviating from the early growth assumption of fixed packing. These effects may become important late in life.
The center-to-center spacing between nearest neighbor bubbles 2s is important for calculations involving bubble interactions. It impacts bubble growth through the parameter a=r/s. Here, the distance s has been used to differentiate it from R, the radius of the tritide source contributing He to the bubble's growth. It is argued that since loops are not punched directly at close neighbors, the ejected material should not increase their spacing. These loops will more likely build up in the more open, lower-stress regions. In doing so, they can still contribute to the average bubble source volume, keeping R3-r3 roughly constant, while not increasing 2s. On the other hand, if directed growth is significant, the parameter 2s will decrease with age. For the calculations to follow, it is assumed that 2s remains fixed.
Interacting Bubbles in Palladium Tritide
Bubble pressures in PdT0.67 computed using p=33.6 GPa are shown in Figure 7 . The solid curves in Figure 7a were calculated with Eq. (19), assuming random bubbles at densities of 2, 5, and ~O X~O '~ bubbles/cm3. The dashed curve for 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3 is included to show the weak dependence on bubble packing geometry. Since the bubble pressure appears more sensitive to nB than does the swelling (Figure 3) , it is interesting to compare these calculations with experimental pressures deduced from the average He atomic volumes va listed in Figure 4 . Use of Eq. (12) gives average pressures described by the solid data points in Figures 7a and 7b . Here, the corresponding values of r/R and r were determined from H e M and va using Eq. (7). Figure 7a shows that bubble pressures calculated using 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3 produce the best fit to the NMR data. Increasing the shear modulus to the isotropic V-R average of G=45.2 GPa raises the calculated pressure, requiring a lower bubble density to fit the data. Conversely, the higher bubble density reported by Thiebaut et al. [39] would require a shear modulus even smaller than p=33.6 GPa to fit the data. Figure 7b shows that the pressure in initially isolated bubbles drops as l/r, in accordance with Eq. (8). Later in life, stress produced by bubble interactions causes the pressure to drop faster than the isolated bubble case. Both the experimental bubble pressure and swelling, show no indication of a lower pressure limitation for larger bubbles proposed by Trinkaus and Wolfer [25] . Quite the opposite, the data point at the highest H e M (greatest r) indicates the bubble pressure may drop even faster than Eq. (19), the neighbor-enhanced stress rate. Use of the pressure expressions involving logarithmic factors [23, 27] gives pressures with lower values and slower change with r for larger bubbles, further deviating from the NMR data. On the other hand, one could argue that the NMR data point at highest H e M (largest rj may include the beginning effects of bubble linkage. Any such larger bubbles will skew the average bubble pressure toward lower pressure. As seen in Figure 5b , the spacing distribution for his sample has long tail to higher spacing, indicative of a small concentration of larger bubbles. However, since the distribution does not appear significantly affected in comparison with those at younger age, this tail apparently has little effect on the sample's average va or p.
Aging tritide pressure-composition-temperature (PCT) data provide another way of testing the bubble pressure dependence. The chemical potential of the hydride phase is modified by the net lattice tension produced by the high-pressure bubbles. The mean plateau pressure of the hydride shifts [48-491 from a bubble-free value of po to showing llr (l ri nkaus) behavior at low r becomes more rapid at large r, in agreement with Eq. (19 where oh=pB/ ( 1-B) is the hydrostatic stress created by He bubbles at pressure p with a volume fraction B. Here vhy=1.57 cc/mole is the partial molar volume of hydrogen in the hydride and R, is the gas constant. For PdT with 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3, Eq. (22) gives the average plateau shift with age shown in Figure 8a . This shift is compared with Guthrie's measurements [48] for PdT with He/M=O. 179 in Figure 8b . Guthrie found both the absorption and desorption curves depressed by the presence of bubbles. The model accurately predicts the average value of this depression, phy/po=0.57. It gives an average bubble pressure of <p>=4.15 GPa, which corresponds to an average He atomic volume of <va>=10.2 A3, which is not limited by the minimum value 8.8 A3. The model also predicts a weak temperature dependence, which is smaller than the scatter in the data.
The PCT comparison is complicated by the notion that the act of de-hydriding the sample during the desorption measurement causes lattice shrinkage, forcing the punching of additional loops. When re-hydrided during absorption, the lattice then expands lowering the bubble pressures and changing the PCT shift. Since adsorption occurs from the metallic state, it is subject to the higher bubble pressures, whereas desorption occurs from the hydride state and (except for the first cycle) lower bubble pressures. The magnitude of this effect can be estimated by considering the PCT shift with volume change. Palladium hydride contracts 1 1 % with de-hydriding, increasing v, for re-hydrided material from 10.2 to 1 1.3 A3 and, according to Eq. (1 l), giving a 5% lower average bubble pressure. However, the 1 1 % increase in B more than compensates for this pressure drop, resulting in a net 6% increase in oh. This increases the depression of the average plateau to phy/po=0.56, a negligible change in the PCT. However, the increase in va is observable in its effect on the 3He NMR. Cowgill [50] found the 3He TI relaxation time for re-hydrided, 7 year old PdT.65 to be 7 times longer than for H-exchanged material, consistent with an increased He mobility within the bubbles. The magnitude of this change was interpreted to indicate the bubbles indeed expand 1 1 % with the p-a-p phase cycle. 
RAPID HELIUM RELEASE
As the bubbles grow, the metal ligament between them becomes shorter. Increased stress in this ligament region can lead to inter-bubble fracture and, eventually, helium release. Evans [5 11 generated a blistering criterion for ion-implanted materials based on the average stress on this ligament. His criterion can be extended to our 3-dimensional bubble arrays. Consider a plane through three adjacent bubbles within the array, as shown by the inset in Figure 9a . The force tending to separate the metal normal to this plane is the bubble pressure times the bubble area fraction. Similarly, the cohesive force holding the plane together is the metal's theoretical fracture strength times the metal area fraction. Balancing these two forces gives Evans' pressure for inter-bubble fracture, where GF is the theoretical fracture strength and the factor in square brackets is simply the ratio of the metal area to the bubble area. At large r, this factor decreases as l/r2, dropping the fracture pressure below the loop punching pressure which decreases roughly as l/r.
Inter-bubble Fracture in Palladium Tritide
The transition from dislocation loop punching to inter-bubble fracture in PdT is shown by the intersection of the two pressure curves in Figure 9a . Here the loop punching pressure was calculated from Eq. (19) using 1333.6 GPa and random bubbles at a density of 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3. The fracture pressure was calculated using Eq. (23) with the fracture strength 0~(4/3)2,,. The critical concentration at ligament fracture is found to be 0.54 HeM. Using o~=G/4n produces the slightly higher critical concentration of 0.59 HeM. At either critical H e m , a is greater than J3/2, the point where the neighbor bubble begins to produce some loop blocking. However, it can be shown that this blocking still remains small and produces a negligible effect on the bubble pressure or the critical HeM.
Both pressure curves in Figure 9a shift with bubble density nB, causing a shift in the critical H e m . Figure 9b gives the locus of the fracture points for bubble densities from 10l6 to 1019 bubbles/cm3. The model shows that bubble densities near the 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3 should achieve the highest He/M ratio prior to inter-bubble fracture. Bubble densities either higher or lower than this value will reduce the critical H e M concentration.
For random bubble packing, there exists a distribution in the nearest neighbor bubble spacing. (See Figure 5b , for example.) This distribution causes some bubbles to "link-up" earlier than others. Generation of an inter-connected linkage to the material surface will produce release of the He contained within these linked-bubbles. Once this network becomes fully established, the material will be in a state of rapid He release in that new He atoms will be released at the generation rate. The onset of this rapid release state should be describable using percolative or effective medium approaches. In this paper, it will be assumed that rapid release occurs when bubbles at the mean bubble density experience inter-bubble fracture. Thus the model predicts rapid He release from bulk PdT will occur at 0.54 HeM. The onset of rapid He release from large particle powders has been reported to occur between 0.50-.55 H e N [52-531, in good agreement with this value. Since this material had a particle size 1000 times the bubble spacing, a well-developed fracture network would be expected to be required for rapid release.
Rapid release should occur somewhat sooner for small particle powders. Within them, small inter-connected bubble clusters have a higher probability of intersecting the surface. An estimate of the fractional He release for small particle powders or films can be made by treating each part of the distribution separately and superimposing the linkages developed at each HeM. The distribution shown in Figure 5 has bubble spacings varying between 150 and 30 A, corresponding to bubble densities of 4 . 5~1 0 '~ < nB e 5 . 7~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3. From Figure 9b , this higher bubble density begins inter-bubble fracture around 0.35 H e m , while the lower density limit begins at about 0.47 HeM. Yet some inter-bubble ligaments remain intact until He/M=0.54. Thus for small powder particles, helium should begin releasing from linked bubbles at a slow rate around 0.35 He/M and then increase until it reaches the generation rate at 0.54 HeM. The release rate becomes a maximum when He in the bulk of the distribution is intercepted. Although the F(R) distribution peaks at low R, these are small bubbles, which contain little helium. The release becomes most rapid at the point where NF(R) or R3F(R) is a maximum. Using the fit to the distribution, Eq. (17), it is found that R3F(R) is maximized around Rz81 A, or n~~3 x l O l~ bubbles/cm2. This occurs at the peak of the curve in Figure 9b . That is, the release rate continues to increase until all parts of the bubble distribution have undergone inter-bubble fracture.
EARLY HELIUM RELEASE AND THE RELEASE SPECTRUM
Material surfaces or interfaces can reduce the mobile helium concentration by providing escape pathways or He atom sinks. Bubble nucleation is reduced in the proximity of these sinks. The bubble concentration profile in the vicinity of a surface can be modeled by adding a diffusive term to equation (2), giving and imposing the boundary condition c(x,t)=O for all t.
Early Release from Palladium Trifide
Numerically integrating the coupled Eqs. (24), (3), and (4) with the same diffusion and trapping parameters used above generates the mobile helium c1 and bubble CB profiles shown in Figure 10 . After an initial transient where the spatial profiles are being established, their shapes remain fairly constant, while the magnitude of c1 drops slowly with the increase in bubble surface area. The apparent decrease in bubble density near the sink has been described as a bubble denuded zone. Its thickness is about 1-2 bubble spacings, in agreement with that used by Forman and Singh [54] . From Figure 10 , it appears this region is not totally denuded but rather possesses a "significantly depressed" bubble density. However, since its thickness is of the order of the bubble spacing, it appears denuded in TEM crosssection.
Denuded zones in contact with the external surface contribute the Early Release Fraction (ERF), defined here as the ratio of the rate of instantaneous helium release to the rate of helium generation within the material. Reduced trapping allows He atoms to escape from these regions throughout life. A measure of the escape thickness or escape length can be obtained from the calculated flux through the surface of a film on an impenetrable substrate. The release spectrum calculated for a 1 micron film is shown in Figure 1 1. There is an initial drop as bubbles are nucleated and grow sufficiently to prevent the escape of He generated deeper within the material. With time, the release begins to increase as the few bubbles near the surface "breach" the surface and release their helium. The calculation shown here assumes isotropic bubble growth and uses the breach condition r=x; that is, breach occurs when the bubble radius equals the depth to the bubble's center. This condition precludes potential motion of the surface due to the accumulation of dislocation loops. The discrete mesh size ( h = 4 A) used for the calculation results in the artificial, stepped behavior caused by the breaching of successive layers.
The ERF is greater for thin films or small particle powders. The results from Figure  11 can be scaled with surface-to-volume ratio ( S N ) for other film thicknesses, two-sided foils, powder particles or film grains with open (releasing) grain boundaries. For example, for spherical powder particles 1 micron in diameter, SN=3/r and the ERF should be increased by factor of six. Figure 11 . Computed He release with age for a 1 pm thick PdT0.G film on an impenetrable substrate. An initial drop occurs as bubbles are nucleated, followed by a slow rise as bubbles breach the surface, then rapid release due to inter-bubble fracture. The instantaneous release, averaged over 1 hr intervals, exceeds the generation rate at the onset of rapid release.
The He escape length LC can be defined as the equivalent thickness of a surface layer releasing its He at the generation rate on top of material with no early release. With this definition, the ERF is the ratio of the escape length to the film thickness. For the example of Figure 11 , this escape length has a minimum value of &,,=20 8, around 0.02 Hem, increasing to Lc=50 8, just before rapid release. It can be compared with the escape depth for a film with a fixed, uniform concentration of traps, which can be evaluated analytically. Carslaw and Jeager [55] examined this problem as the temperature profile of a slab with uniform internal heat generation. They showed the temperature profile has an inverted parabolic shape, increasing from the surface temperature to a maximum midway through the slab. Here, the equivalent midway depth is (2Dc~/g)'", where CM is the steady-state mobile He concentration at points distant from the surface. At steady-state, g-pcMsBcBd or C M =~~* /~~D S B C B . Equating the integral over this profile to I-hfixd (for the single-sided film) gives the equivalent thickness for a c M d layer: hfi,d=(b/3)/(6S~C~)~". Choosing s~= 1 2 and c~= 8 x 1 0 -~ bubblesm yields hfixed=40 A, midway between the above two values for he,,. Alternatively, the minimum escape length of he,,=20 A is comparable to that produced by a uniform density of bubbles with about 50 trapping sites per bubble, which corresponds to a bubble diameter of about 6.6 A. Since in the present case, the bubbles are somewhat denuded throughout this region, larger bubbles would be required to produce the same trapping effect, in accordance with the bubble sizes calculated in Figure 2 .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An evolutionary model of helium nano-bubble nucleation, growth and He release for aging metal tritides has been developed which is successful in explaining major features of the experimental database. It is primarily a compilation of individual models from the literature describing each physical process. Bubble nucleation is modeled according to Wilson et al. as self-trapping of He atoms which diffuse into adjacent interstitial sites. Nucleation is shown to occur during the first few days following tritium introduction into the metal and is sensitive to the He diffusivity and pairing energy. Use of the pairing energies calculated by Wilson et al. requires a helium diffusivity of 0 . 3~1 0 -l~ cm2/s at 300 K to generate the TEM-observed average bubble density of 5x 1017 bubbles/cm3 reported by Thomas and Mintz. Early bubble growth by dislocation loop punching with Trinkhaus' llradius bubble pressure dependence along with this bubble density produces bubble pressures (and He atomic volumes) in good agreement with those determined from swelling data, NMR measurements, and metal tritide PCT shifts. An unrealistically low shear modulus for the PdT system would be required to accommodate the lox greater bubble density reported by Thiebaut et al. New interpretation of the 3He NMR data of Abell et al. for 0.5 year old PdT shows the atomic volume of helium within it's very small bubbles is less than the minimum value of 8.8 A3 calculated by Schober et al. The NMR behavior for this sample is consistent with a significant fraction of the helium existing in the solid state at room temperature.
The nucleation model not only accounts for the observed bubble density. The nucleation dynamics qualitatively explain the shape of the bubble spacing distribution obtained from NMR data. When this distribution is evaluated separately for datasets from four samples up to 7 years old, it is found to remain fixed with age, providing a sensitive validation of the growth formulation and indicating that significant further bubble nucleation does not occur. This observation validates the model's separation of the nucleation and growth stages. Later in life neighboring bubble interactions are proposed to first lower the loop punching pressure through cooperative stress effects then perhaps raise the pressure by partial blocking of loops. This behavior is consistent with the limited experimental database, but needs further testing.
Early helium release is shown to result from He generated within the escape depth of surfaces and surface-connected porosity. For aging PdT0.65, the effective escape depth is calculated to be only 20-50 A, depending on the age of the material. This is about half the thickness of the bubble-denuded zone apparent from the calculated bubble depth profile. Rapid helium release is modeled as inter-bubble fracture using Evans' average ligament stress criterion. Good agreement is found between the predicted onset of fracture at 0.54 H e M and the critical He/M for rapid He release reported for bulk PdT by Abell et al. and Emig et al. This critical concentration is shown to depend on the mean bubble density and should have its largest value around 5~1 0 '~ bubbles/cm3. Knowledge of the bubble spacing distribution is important for predicting the fractional bubble linkage at lower HeM. An examination of how inter-bubble fracture varies over the spacing distribution shows that the critical He/M will be lower for thin films and small particle material. For the PdT distribution found here, the critical concentration can be as low as 0.35 H e m , depending on the degree of linkage needed for the interconnected bubble network to traverse the particle. It is concluded that bubble evolution, the early release fraction, and the onset of rapid release are all controlled by the nucleated bubble spacing distribution and its variation near surfaces.
Further testing and validation of the model will require additional measurements on the bubbles themselves. To date, NMR and TEM appear to yield the most useful data. NMR provides more sensitive testing of bubble growth physics than does the integral swelling or hydride PCT behaviors. It can measure the important bubble spacing distribution and characterize how intrinsic material defects change this distribution, both of which affect bubble growth and He release. For data from aged material to be useful, these effects must be known. NMR gives information on all parts of this distribution, allowing study of effects on small bubbles to be distinguished from those on large. Additional NMR and TEM studies are particularly needed for further examination of the mechanism responsible for He release. These techniques should be capable of providing details on the physics of inter-bubble fracture; through, for example, changes in bubble pressures and bubble shapes just prior to bubble linkage and rapid release. 
